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Introduction
Learn to make those white lines, squiggles, and dots that give Gothic scrolls that intricate look.
We will cover the history and technique of whitework, then do some practice. Materials
provided.

What is whitework?
Whitework refers to the white details painted on many Gothic manuscripts, from the 12th century
all the way through the 16th. It was used to add detail to borders, capitals, foliage, and just
about anything they painted.
Whitework was usually done with white paint, though sometimes gold or yellow was used.
Whitework done on green was generally yellow due to the fact that the lead white paint used
reacted with the copper-based green.

Steps
●
●
●
●
●
●

Let the base color dry completely. If you attempt whitework on wet paint, you will not
get clean lines.
Mix your paint to the consistency of heavy cream. You need it runny enough to flow,
but thick enough to go on evenly. You will learn the right consistency with practice.
Load your brush and bring it to a point. You want enough paint that you don’t have to
reload every inch, but not so much that it will blob on the paper.
Brace your arm. This will help with shaking.
Slowly apply paint, keeping brush upright. This will keep your lines consistent.
When out of paint, reload brush and overlap lines slightly. Do this while the paint is
still wet to help blend the two lines together.

Tips
●
●
●

Keep your brush at 90 degrees to the paper. This is the key to even lines.
Be calm. You need to get into the right frame of mind for detail work. If you are hopped
up on caffeine or in a rush, it will not go well.
It does not have to be perfect. If you look at manuscripts up close, you can see all
kinds of unevenness and imperfections. It’s only from a distance that it looks perfect.
Do strive to be as even as you can, but don’t drive yourself crazy!
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Materials
●

●

Brush - a small spotter, round, or liner brush that comes to a point. Old brushes with
bristles that are bent are no good. Liners hold more paint, but I get better control with
the round or spotters.
White gouache - Permanent White or Titanium White will get you the best results.
Other whites do not have the same opacity.

Practical
We will be practicing with whitework patterns from the Luttrell Psalter, an English Book of
Psalms from early 14th century. This is just a tiny sample of the whitework patterns out there!
Look at many patterns, and feel free to experiment and make your own.
Before starting, analyze the patterns and plan your approach. Start by blocking in the big
shapes, then adding in the detail.

Borders
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Flowers and Leaves

Capitals
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Advanced Techniques
Shading

1. Lay in medium color.
2. Paint in dark shading.
3. Add whitework over the top.

Diapering

.

1. Paint grid.
2. Add detail layers one by one:
dots, circles, lines, etc.
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